
IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST
CLASS, BONGAIGAON

C R. Case No: 96 of 2016

U/s 323/447/34, IPC

Md. Jinnat Ali

....... Complainant

Vs

i) Abbas Ali 
ii) Motior Rahman
iii) Suraj Ali
iv) Roshan Ali
v) Abdul Rejjak
vi) Muslem Ali
vii) Hamed Ali
viii) Nasir Ali

 ......Accused

Present: Sri Surajit Das
Evidence recorded on:      05-09-

2018
Arguments heard on:     17-09-2018 

Judgment delivered on:         17-09-2018

For the Complainant: H Das

For the Defence: K Das

JUDGMENT

1. The case of the complainant in brief is that Late Kosiruddin Sk,

father of the complainant purchased 4B in Patta No. 33 and Dag

No. 171 from Sahabul Sk vide regd. Sale deed no. 729/72 and
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757/72. After the death of Kosiruddin Sk, the complainant and

other legal heirs inherited the land. On 15.06.2016 at midnight,

the accused persons armed with weapons trespassed into the

said  land  and  constructed  a  house.  The  accused  encroached

around 1B of  land.  At  around 3  AM the  complainant  and  his

family members knew about the incident and went to stop the

accused  persons.  But  the  accused  persons  assaulted  the

complainant and his family members. The complainant filed an

ejahar but the police did not do anything. The accused further

encroached 3B of land. 
2. The initial statements of the complainant and his witnesses were

recorded.
3. On  basis  of  the  materials  on  record,  cognizance  was  taken

against the accused persons u/s 447/323/34 IPC and summons

was issued.
4. The accused persons appeared and were allowed to go on bail.
5. Particulars  of  offence u/s  447/323/34 IPC  were read over  and

explained  to  the  accused  persons  to  which  they  pleaded  not

guilty and claimed to be tried.
6. The accused persons filed a petition stating that the complainant

earlier filed Bongaigaon PS Case No. 367/16 against the accused

persons  where  the  police  submitted  FR  and  cognizance  was

taken against the accused Abbas Ali and Suraj Ali u/s 323/34 IPC.

The  accused  persons  were  acquitted  in  Lok-Adalat  on

10.09.2016.  This  Court  vide order dated 24.07.2018 directed

that  accused  Abbas  Ali  and  Suruj  Ali  shall  be  tried  only  for

committing an offence u/s  447/34 IPC whereas the remaining

accused persons shall be tried u/s 323/447/34 IPC.   
7. The complainant examined 3 PWs.
8. Statements of the accused u/s 313 CrPC were duly recorded.
9. This  Court  has  heard  the  arguments  of  both  sides  and  has

perused the record.
10.Following  point  for  determination  is  framed  and  discussed

accordingly:
(a) Whether  the  accused  persons,  in  furtherance  of

common intention, trespassed into the property of

the complainant and thereby committed an offence

punishable u/s 447/34 IPC as alleged?
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(b) Whether  the  accused  persons,  Motiyor  Rahman,

Roson Ali, Abdul Rezzak, Muslem Ali, Hamed Ali and

Naser  Ali  in  furtherance  of  common  intention,

voluntarily  caused  hurt  to  the  complainant  and

thereby  committed  an  offence  punishable  under

section 323/34 IPC as alleged?

11. DISCUSSIONS,  DECISIONS  AND  REASONS

THEREFOR

12. Point No (a)

 It  has been alleged that  accused Abbas Ali

and Suruj Ali have committed offences u/s 447/34 IPC whereas

accused Motiyor Rahman, Roson Ali, Abdul Rezzak, Muslem Ali,

Hamed Ali and Naser Ali have been alleged to have committed

an offence u/s 323/447/34 IPC.
 It has been alleged that the accused persons

illegally  trespassed  into  the  land  of  the  complainant  and

constructed a house. When the complaint and his relatives went

to stop them, the accused persons had assaulted them too. 

PW-1, Jinnat Ali deposed that on the night of

15-06-2016  at  around  3  AM,  the  accused  persons  had

encroached 1B of his land and constructed one tin house. When

PW-1 along with Abdul Samad, Moinal Haque, Yakub Ali tried to

stop the accused persons, they had assaulted the PW-1 and his

companions. Yakub Ali received injuries. 

PW-2  Abdul  Samad  deposed  that  he  had

heard about the incident on the next morning from neighbours.

PW-3  Moinal  Haque  deposed  that  on  the

night of 15-06-2016 at around 2 AM, the accused persons had
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trespassed into the land of his uncle and constructed a house.

When PW-3, Muslem, Nasir, Mistri,  Hamid etc tried to stop the

accused persons, they were attacked and assaulted. 

 With  regard  to  the  offence  of  criminal

trespass, it is seen that the incident allegedly had taken place in

a  disputed  land.  It  is  an  admitted  position  that  a  civil  suit

between both the sides is already pending with regard to the

title of the disputed land. Hence it is not possible to determine

whether the accused persons had trespass into the complaint’s

land or simply were present in their own land.

As such, it cannot be said that the accused

persons had committed the offence u/s 447/34 IPC.

 Regarding the offence u/s 323 IPC, the PW-1

stated that the accused persons had assaulted him as well  as

Abdul  Samad,  Moinal  Haque,  Yakub  Ali.  But  Abdul  Samad

deposed that he had not been present in the scene and had only

heard the next morning. Yakub Ali was not even examined. PW-3

Moinal Haque deposed that he was beaten along with Muslem,

Hamid, Naser etc. It is seen that Muslem, Hamid, Naser etc are

accused in the present case. As such, the deposition of the PW-3

has created confusion as to who were the original perpetrators. 

 The  witnesses  named by  the  PW-1 did  not

even support his version thereby casting a dent on the credibility

of his testimony. 

What appears from the complaint as well as

the evidence is that there is a dispute between both the sides

with  regard  to  a  plot  of  land  which  ownership  is  yet  to  be

ascertained. Hence naturally there was bad blood between both

the sides and a number of cases have been fired by both sides at

each other. Till  the ownership is ascertained, it cannot be said

that the accused had really trespassed into the disputed land.

The complainant has also not been able to prove the offence u/s
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323/34 IPC beyond reasonable doubt and the two supporting eye

witnesses did not add any teeth to the complainant’s evidence.

In view of the above, it can be said that the

complainant has failed to prove the offences u/s 323/34 against

accused Abbas Ali and Suruj Ali and offence u/s 323/447/34 IPC

against Motiyor Rahman, Roson Ali,  Abdul Rezzak, Muslem Ali,

Hamed Ali and Naser Ali.

13. ORDER

Considering the discussions made above and after

all  deliberations,  it  can  be  safely  presumed  that  the

complainant has failed to drive home the guilt of the accused

persons. Hence, the accused persons, Abbas Ali and Suruj Ali

are  acquitted  of  the  offences  u/s  447/34  IPC  whereas

accused Motiyor Rahman, Roson Ali, Abdul Rezzak, Muslem

Ali, Hamed Ali and Naser Ali are acquitted of the offences u/s

323/447/34 IPC and set at liberty forthwith. 

Bail  bonds  are  extended  for  a  period  of  6  (Six)

months as per Section 437 A, Criminal Procedure Code.

Given in my hand and under the seal of this court

on this the 17th day of September, 2018.

Sri Surajit Das

Judicial  Magistrate  First  Class,

Bongaigaon
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APPENDIX

Complainant’s Witness:

PW-1: Jinnat Ali

PW-2: Abdul Samad Ali

PW-3: Moinal Haque

Defence Witnesses:

None.

Complainant’s  Exhibits:

None

Defence Exhibits: 

None.

Sd/

Judicial Magistrate First Class,

 Bongaigaon
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